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Fields: Macroeconomics, Fiscal Policy

Teaching Experience
Fall, 2021/2020/2019/2018/2017 Macroeconomics MA, NYU, TA
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Research Experience and Other Employment
2016 Goldman Sachs, Ph.D. Intern, European Economics
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2014-2016 Bocconi University, RA for Nicola Gennaioli and Stefano Rossi
2014 Bocconi University, RA for Francesco Giavazzi
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Research Papers

The Macroeconomic Effects of Corporate Tax Reforms (Job Market Paper)

This paper extends a standard general equilibrium framework with a corporate tax code featuring two
key elements: tax depreciation policy and the distinction between c-corporations and pass-through
businesses. In the model, the stimulative effect of a tax rate cut on c-corporations is smaller when tax
depreciation policy is accelerated, and is further diluted in the aggregate by the presence of pass-through
entities. Because of a highly accelerated tax depreciation policy and a large share of pass-through
activity in 2017, the theory predicts small stimulus, large payouts to shareholders, and a dramatic loss of
corporate tax revenues following the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA-17). At the same time, because of
less accelerated tax depreciation and a lower pass-through share in the early 1960s, the theory predicts
sizable stimulus in response to the Kennedy’s corporate tax cuts. The model-implied corporate tax
multiplier for Kennedy’s tax cuts is four times higher than for the TCJA-17. These predictions are
consistent with novel micro- and macro-level evidence from professional forecasters and publicly
available tax returns. The paper also provides analytic insights that clarify how these results relate to the
capital taxation literature in macroeconomics.

Tax Depreciation Schedules: Facts and Modeling

Tax depreciation schedules dictate how businesses can deduct investment from their tax base. In this
research note, I first provide an overview of commonly adopted tax depreciation schedules and
document several facts on tax depreciation policy across space and time. Then, I suggest a simple
approach to approximate tax depreciation schedules - to facilitate their introduction in modeling
exercises – and assess the validity of such an approximation. Finally, I show that failing to model tax
depreciation schedules explicitly can result in meaningful approximation errors.



The Effects of Personal and Corporate Tax Reforms in the U.S.: Evidence from Announcements

This paper estimates the aggregate response of the U.S. economy to the announcement and
implementation of personal and corporate tax reforms since 1950. The identification strategy leverages
the institutional feature that several major tax reforms in U.S. history were announced (i.e. signed into
law) several quarters before their provisions were implemented. This makes such provisions less likely
to be a response to business cycle developments - thus improving identification - and provides novel
insights on the transmission mechanism of tax policy. I estimate an expansion of economic activity at the
announcement of a personal tax hike and a contraction at implementation, and the opposite happens with
corporate taxes. These results can be rationalized by a general equilibrium version of the cost-of-capital
framework. The overall analysis suggests that personal and corporate tax instruments transmit very
differently through the economy and that ignoring anticipation effects can produce a highly distorted
picture of the effects of tax policy interventions.

The Testing Multiplier: Fear vs Containment

Existing research on the effects of testing during an epidemic outbreak has focused on its ability to slow
down transmission thanks to the isolation of the infected. However, when the disease features
unobservable infections, testing also informs individuals about the state of the outbreak. Here, I propose
a model consistent with key empirical moments where testing affects perceptions of risk. Two insights
emerge. First, small-scale testing might “stoke fear”, amplify the recession and worsen public deficits.
Large-scale testing, instead, successfully contains the epidemic, revives the economy, and improves
public finances. Second, providing disaggregated testing data so that individuals understand their
age-specific death risk has considerable aggregate consequences. For a SARS-CoV-2 calibration, GDP
losses and deaths are mitigated by 50% and 30%, respectively, relative to a scenario where risk
perceptions are homogeneous across age groups.

Research in Progress

Optimal “Capital Income” Taxation: Profit, Dividends and Capital-Gains (with Bálint Szőke)

Properties of the Case Fatality Rate during an Epidemic Outbreak

The case fatality rate (CFR), obtained by dividing reported deaths by reported cases, is the most used
measure to assess the lethality of an emerging infectious disease in real-time. In this paper, I characterize
its behavior analytically for a large class of epidemiological models that feature a standard disease
progression and symptoms-based testing policies. The theory offers the following predictions: 1) the
CFR mechanically underestimates the infection fatality risk of the disease during the initial phases of the
outbreak; 2) the CFR eventually converges to the infection fatality risk (IFR) of the more severe
infections that satisfy testing requirements, thereby overestimating the unconditional IFR; 3) the CFR
approaches the IFR as testing capacity increases; 4) when heterogeneous sub-populations (e.g. young
and old) are present, the population-wide CFR is an average of group-specific CFRs with time-varying
weights – limiting its usefulness to assess disease lethality. Evidence from the SARS-CoV-2 epidemic
supports these predictions.
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